


FARMERS CIRCLE

Farmers Circle is initiated by the the wish of feeding the world with 
better, healthier and more tasty products from farm and nature.

In Farmers Circle we are working with nature and not against in 
general. We are aiming for farming that balance itself, without 
having to bring much from outside. We work with rotation of plants 
and animals - having all plants and animals close to our farm.

In the future we hope to be a community or franchise of farmers 
working in the common brand to achieve market advantage and 
building on the same strong concept.



14HORSES BRASSERIE

TASTE THE BALTICS
 14Horses Brasserie is set in the heart of Vilnius’ Old Town. Our name 14Horses provides a 
glimpse into history, as the brasserie building once housed a noble family’s stables. Back then, it 
was said that you needed 14 horses to be a nobleman. 
Our kitchen is run by our passionate Head Chef Andrius Kubilius and offers authentic food 
inspired by Lithuanian and Baltic nature, lifestyle and history. Before our opening in May 2018, 
Andrius spent many months researching. He searched for forgotten local ingredients, was 
inspired by old recipes and rediscovered lost tastes to help us forge our Baltic culinary identity. 
The journey is still in the early stages, but every day we take a step closer. 
 
FROM FARM TO TABLE
 We are located in a unique region with unspoiled nature. In Lithuania, nature has always been 
very close to the kitchen. We’ve never stopped foraging, and we know how to read the signs of 
nature and how to work with them. 
In our kitchen we use highly seasonal products, we work with nature and use what’s in season. 
We believe in knowing and following our products from when they are carefully sown in the 
ground to when they end up on our tables at 14Horses Brasserie. 
We have our own 500 hectar farm, Farmers Circle, in Ukmergė, and from the farm we source 
most of our vegetables. We also make sure to preserve, pickle and ferment from our harvest, for 
use later in the year. 
We also source from small local farms around Vilnius and take advantage of the fresh catch from 
the lakes and the Baltic Sea. 
At 14Horses our sommelier, Silvija, shows pride in offering a wide selection of beverages 
sourced from across the Baltics as well as some of the finest wines and champagnes from around 
the world. 
Whether you’re in the mood for a delicious breakfast, planning a business lunch or a 
cozy dinner in the evening, we are happy to welcome you. Our staff are knowledgeable 
and friendly and we always aim to make everyone feel comfortable and at home when 
visiting. Our restaurant manager, Eimantas, is the soul of hospitality and set the standards 
of a professional yet relaxed environment. 
In the summertime we believe we have one of the most attractive and ‘secret’ yet 
vibrant terraces in Vilnius. Here you are most welcome to enjoy your food and drinks. 

Location: Didžioji st 7, Vilnius



14Horses
60 seats. Average spend € 70 per person (food cost)
Standing 100 pax. Average spend € 45 per person
Minimum spend € 3.500 for closing the venue 

4Horses &Sofija Bar
90 seats. Average spend € 70 per person (food cost)
Standing 150 pax
Minimum spend € 5.500





SOFIJA BAR

Sofija bar takes its name after Countess Sofija Tyzenhauzaitė, who is well known 
not only for her hospitality when she hosted legendary parties on this very spot 
three centuries ago but also as Lithuania’s first female writer. 

At Sofija we offer a variety of cocktails, wines and spirits. While our bar team 
focuses on both classic cocktails and our own special creations from unique 
Baltic ingredients, Silvija our Sommelier shows pride in offering a wide selection 
of beverages sourced from across the Baltics as well as some of the finest wines 
and champagnes from around the world. 

To be fair, Sofija is not only about drinks. Our passionate Head Chef Andrius 
offers authentic food inspired by Lithuanian and Baltic nature, lifestyle and 
history. 

Both bar and kitchen source as many ingredients from our very own local 
500-hectare farm as possible. The farm is called Farmers Circle and is found 
near Ukmergė. To get the best possible ingredients we also use small local farms 
around Vilnius and take advantage of the fresh catch from the lakes and the 
Baltic Sea. 

Location: Didžioji st 7, Vilnius



Sofija Bar
50 seats. Minimum spend € 2.000 for closing the venue
 
14Horses & Sofija Bar
90 seats. Average spend € 70 per person (food cost)
Standing 150 pax
Minimum spend € 5.500





NINETEEN18

Nineteen18, an intimate 27-seat restaurant, is an improvised celebration of local tradition 
through innovative tasting menus. The restaurant takes its name from the year Lithuania 
regained independence, and chef Matas Paulinas has created an environment that explores 
and highlights the rich culinary heritage of the region. 

With a majority of the produce sourced from the restaurant’s very own farm and the countryside 
around it, Paulinas guides diners through a contemporary interpretation of ethnographic 
themes from recent history. “As we work responsibly and sustainably to the fullest and in 
harmony with the seasons, we make sure to preserve, pickle and ferment the abundance 
from our harvest so we can use it throughout the year,” he says about the inspiration that 
drives him. 

Nineteen18 is the latest member of a local restaurant community that strives to redefine 
what the future direction of Lithuanian Cuisine is all about. “We intend to be a very active and 
curious member of this movement,” Paulinas affirms. “Besides the ongoing extensive research 
and investigation of our roots and traditions in terms of farming, foraging and preserving, 
we have already developed close partnerships with a network of local chefs, artisans and 
farmers to promote and develop superb examples of local products, and we can’t wait to 
further explore their potential.”

Location: Didžioji st. 7, Vilnius 01128
27 seats. Average spend € 175 per person
Minimum spend € 4500 euro for closing the venue







14HORSES UPTOWN

14Horses Uptown is only open for private events and is the perfect venue 
to have your private party, with a great location in Vilnius Old Town.

We can help you plan anything – a cozy brunch in the morning, a buffet 
lunch, all the way through to festive drinks & snacks or a dinner party. We 
offer the perfect space to accommodate your celebration, from a standing 
drinks reception to an endless course dinner.

Our kitchen offers fresh, healthy and authentic foodinspired by Lithuanian 
and Baltic culinary traditions.

We use highly seasonal products, which are sourced directly from our 
own farm in Ukmergė, small local farms around Lithuania and a fresh catch 
from the Baltic Sea.

We also offer a wide selection of beverages sourced from across the 
Baltics, as well as some of the best wines and champagnes from around 
the world.

Location: Trakų st 14, Vilnius

150 seats. Average spend € 60 per person (food cost)
180 - 200 standing. Average spend € 45 per person
Minimum spend € 4.000 high season / € 3.000 low season
GRAFO Gallery can be added for the additional price of € 120 per hour







GRAFO gallery

GRAFO gallery is located in the old town of Vilnius, in the original, 
very spacious cellar of the historic building. It’s an exclusive space for 
celebrating with relatives, for dinner with collogues or business partners 
and a unique place for organizing seminars and various conferences for 
which we can offer all necessary equipment. 

GRAFO gallery is a private contemporary art gallery operating since 2015 
in Vilnius, Lithuania. Since the beginning of its activity gallery focuses 
on emerging as well as established artists from Lithuania and abroad who 
work in a wide range of media; painting, drawing, object art, photography, 
video, graphics. Being in cooperation with international galleries GRAFO 
also represents well known Scandinavian artists in Lithuania. The gallery 
established its position as a place of cooperation, education, promotion of 
young artists and also the place representing latest trends of contemporary 
art.

Location: Trakų st 14, Vilnius

40 seats. Average spend € 50 per person (food cost)
100 standing. Average spend € 40 per person
Minimum spend € 2.000




